
Danvers-Wenham Swamp Walk 
What is the best address to use to find your park, area, or trail? Rt. 97, Wenham 

What is the name of the park, area, or trail? If there are multiple trails at this location, please indicate 
which trail you used: Danvers-Wenham Swamp Walk 

Is there parking available at this location? Yes 

Is there a fee for parking? Yes 

When is parking available? 7 Days a week, dawn to dusk 

Is there lighting, such as street lamps, on this path? No 

Is there clear signage marking the trails/paths? Yes 

Are there benches along this path? Yes 

Are public restrooms located near the trail or path? No 

What type of setting is the path? Path.  Part of the Danvers Rail Trail 

Are multiple trails/paths available at this location? Yes 

Are maps available? If yes, where can they be found? Yes, there is a bulletin board with maps right 
before the swamp walk. 

Approximate length of the walk: About 1/2 mile 

What type of terrain? Dirt path to the Swamp Walk which is a  boardwalk that makes a loop. trail 

Is the path/trail accessible for those using a walker, wheelchair, or pushing a stroller? Walker; Stroller 

What is the grade of the walk? Flat 

Rate the walk for level of exertion (1 = easy, 5 = difficult): 2 

Describe the amount of activity at the site: Moderate (frequently see people) 

What types of activities can be done at this location? Walking; Biking; Bird watching; Dog walking; 
Learning Opportunities (e.g., informational signs about history, ecology, etc) 

Summary of walk: A boardwalk through swamp with several viewpoints. 

Are there any notable activities in the area that people might want to check out? Examples: 
restaurants, ice cream stores, shops for browsing, etc. Walk entire Danvers Rail Trail 4.3 miles. Connors 
Farm, Danvers near by. 
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